
Sycamore 

 What another great week we have had at Grange.  Sycamore’s assembly on Respect has made our pupils reflect 
and consider the importance of showing respect to their peers and adults who support them in their lives.  Forest 

School has had the benefit of some lovely weather this week so pupils can enjoy the practical hands on life skills of 
the outdoors.  Primary have certainly been having fun with dragons making visits to classrooms which is linked into 
their creative curriculum topic this term; Turrets and Tiaras. And as if that wasn't enough news many of our classes 

have been active in their lessons using the fitness suite, dancing and doing the Cooper Run. 

24th September 2021 

Hazel 
Hazel class 
had an 
amazing time 
at Forest 
School this 
week.  Making 
obstacle 
courses,  dens 
and working 
as a team to 

move Miss Williams from one side of the field to the other 
without letting her touch the ground, and without us 
touching her.  We had some great ideas – some that 
worked, some that didn’t. 
 
Alfie:  The best thing about Forest School this week is 
that I had a lot of fun. We did some activities and made 
an obstacle course. 
Tamsin: I really enjoyed Forest School because it was 
great fun working as a team. I also enjoyed the 
obstacle course that we made because I like jumping 

over things. 
Jasmine:  I really 
enjoyed Forest School 
this week because I 
have learned how to 
climb a tree. It was my 
very first time climbing 
a tree. 
Oskar:  I really enjoyed 
Forest School this 
week. The best thing in 
this lesson was climbing up the tree and playing hide 
and seek. 
Kyle:  In Forest School this week me and Taylon made a 
den in the tree. It was really fun. 
Taylon:  This week in Forest School was really fun. I made 
a den in the tree with Kyle. 
Kailey: In Forest School this week we made an obstacle 
course. It was really easy to do. I really enjoyed working 
as a team. 
 

This week it was Sycamore’s assembly. The focus was 
the Grange value of ‘Respect’. 
 
Anna– Respect means you listen. Respect is being a role 
model to others. Respect is being kind to other people. 
Skye – Respect is: 

Treating people the way you would like to be 
treated. 
Always being polite. 

Chiara– Respect is being kind and patient with people 
who have a harder time understanding you. 
Kelsey – Respect is understanding everybody’s needs 
no matter how they look or how they act. They are all 
like us and people at the end of the day. 
April – Respect is when you support someone when 
they don’t get what they need. Or you may be 
respecting people by their disability. 
Lex – Respect is when you are kind and thoughtful to 
others.  
RJ – Respect is a good way to communicate so that 
other people feel comfortable. 
Harri – Everyone in the school shows respect. I felt 
welcome joining the school, it made me feel like I 
belonged. 
Josiah – Respect means: 
Understanding people’s differences. 
Always being kind even if others are not. 
We should respect other people’s decisions even if we 
don’t agree. 
Demaris– Respect is being polite. Showing teachers, 
other adults and students respect for example, holding 
the door open. Also, it is tolerating each other. 

Ash 

Ash class have made a tree using their hands to paint 
the leaves. Each child in Ash class has their own colour 
to help them transition and in their learning so each leaf 
colour represents each child.  
 
Aneyk: A tree and hands. Aneyk is green.  
Alex: Ash class. Alex is orange. Fingers.  
Carter: Painting the tree.  
Hamza: Wash hands.  
Olivia: Olivia loves to paint and mix colours.  



On a Tuesday in PE, Beech class go to the fitness suite.  We use 
all the cardio equipment to help us keep fit.  There are cross 
trainers, rowing machines, exercise bikes, treadmills and 
weights.  The students all take part in a two-minute rowing 
challenge and every week they try to row further to beat their 
score. 
 
Ben:  I really enjoyed it the first time Ms Charnock took us to 
the fitness suite.  We tried all the equipment and did some 
boxing pad work.  I like the treadmill. 
Qasim:  I like to use the hand weights in the fitness suite as it 
makes you strong and gives you good muscles. 
Kaschan:  I like the fitness suite because its like a gym and you 
can train in there.  I like the treadmill the most – 

especially when I run fast. 
John-Paul:   My favourite equipment in the fitness suite is the treadmill.  I like it 
because it helps you get fast at running. 
Keith:  The fitness suite is fantastic.  I like the treadmill and the boxing pad work 
because it is really cool. 
Rodney:  I like the fitness suite because you can train in there like you would in a 
gym and get strong.  I like the dumb bells and the treadmill the most. 
Reece:  I like the treadmills most of all in the fitness suite.  We are doing a two 
minute rowing challenge on the rowing machines – I beat my score! 
Alfie:  I like the fitness suite because it has a lot of challenging machines in it. I like 
it because it is challenging in different ways – the treadmill can go fast and the 
rowing machine uses all of your muscles. 
Ray:  I think the fitness suite is perfect.  I like the exercise bikes and the treadmills.   
Kalen:  I like the treadmills and the rowing machines.  The fitness suite gives us the opportunity to keep fit.  

Beech 

Oak 

This week, Oak class want to share how much fun they had at Forest 
School! This week, Miss William shad organised lots of exciting crafty nature 
activities for us to enjoy. These were our favourite parts. 
 
Ugne: I got stick. I made a guitar. I got rocks paper and cup. 
Toby: I swing Ugne pushed me. 
Steven: I did paint. 
Cody: Tree climbing I try to get down. 
Jeffrey: I like hot chocolate 4 scoops 
powder and then hot water. 
Ryan: Shaker with sticks and shake. 
Ashmit: I had hot chocolate. 
Amelia: I did painting on a leaf. 
Noah: I made a guitar with string, bands 
and 2 sticks. 

Willow 

This week in Willow class we have  been learning about castles. We have 
ordered the types of castle by the century they were built and we have started 
to explore their features. We have also started to build our clay castle. We have 
made the turret so far this week.   
 
Kaiden: I like the castles. I learnt about the 
stone castles and made my turret. The 
clay felt soft.  
Robert: The motte and bailey castles have 

two parts. The wooden castle is weak and the bailey is where people live. I 
made a turret out of clay it was hard.  
Max:  The clay felt cold and hard but I warmed it up with my hands. I made 
it tall.  
Jack: The stone castle is the strongest. I liked making my turret.  
Summer: The king or queen live in the castle. The old castle is made of 
wood.  
Courtney: The motte and bailey was my favourite, the motte is to help 
people defend the castle.  
Hannah: the castle is made of stone bricks, it is big and tall.   
Jordan: The old castles were weak.  
Ruby: The castles had a moat around them. They are built on a mound. I liked learning about the castles.  



Acer 
In PE this week, Acer class went to the fitness suite. We learnt how 
to use the equipment safely.  
 
Lolu: I used the skipping rope. I used the weights. I was singing, 
‘Row, Row, Row Your Boat’ on the rowing machine. 
Owyn: I was getting muscles in the fitness suite. I lifted weights.  
Aaron: Aaron went on the exercise bike. I went on the cross 
trainer. I went fast.  
Marcus: I beat my own record on the rowing machine. I did not 
like the skipping rope, but I gave it a go.  
Max: In food tech, I made krispie cakes. My Mum, Dad and my 
sister said they were really good! 
Josh: I was just doing rowing on the rowing machine. I went on a 
bike ride on the exercise bike.  

Harry: 
 
 
 

It has been an exciting week in Elm class! We were all very surprised to find a baby 
dragon had hatched from the mysterious egg we found at the start of term! Our 
dragon has been inspirational; we have kept her safe and well and she has inspired 
some beautiful artwork. Take a look what do you think is peeping from inside the 
eggs we made? 
 
Adam:  The art was good. I like the colour of 
the dragon scales. 
James:  I liked art this week, I painted with 
sand and paint. 
Tristan:   I was surprised to find a dragon in the 
classroom. 
Naomi:   I liked the dragon, Liked the colour of 
her. 

Samuel:  The dragon hatched from the little egg. I woke her up! 
Ollie:  I made a pop-up castle card in DT. It had a moat. 
Oliver:  I learned about the egg and what hatched.  
Megan:  I like the art that we’re painting eyes. 

Elm 

This week we have thought about the value of respect and how we show this value in 
our daily lives. We have enjoyed learning some new ICT skills creating PowerPoints and 
learning how to insert arrows and text boxes. This was a fun way to learn how to label a 
map of the UK in topic. In English we have been discovering the storyline in Act 1 of 
Macbeth and have met 3 witches! Maths has been all about place value. Using 
concrete resources and grids to make numbers 2, 3 and 4 digits. In cookery this week 
the class independently made some wonderful fairy cakes. Myself and Mrs Cray have 
been really pleased with the attitude and effort of Walnut class so far, this new school 
year. Keep up the great work. 
 
Amy:   I have shown respect this week by having patience with others. I enjoyed 
cooking and my cakes turned out well. 
Jake:   I have shown respect this week by listening to the teachers and acting on their 
feedback. I have been a good friend. I enjoyed cookery because we got to make 
cakes. 
Baron:   I have shown respect this week by listening and being kind. I independently 
wrote an essay about a ship after talking about the storm last week. I got a star worker 
award from Mrs Didlick. 
Scarlett:  I have shown respect by listening to my teachers and being quiet when I need 
to be. I have tried to do my best with my work. I really liked doing cooking and art this week. 
Harry:  I have shown respect this week by being a good friend. I have enjoyed cookery this week because I like 

baking, especially mixing the ingredients. 
Mya:   I have shown respect by being kind and having lots of patience. I like 
being able to show independence in cookery and helping others. 
Mayson:   I have listened to teachers this week showing respect. I enjoyed 
cooking because I liked being independent. 
Kyle:   I have shown respect this week by being patient and telling my 
teacher I have enjoyed my lessons. I enjoyed art because it is fun. 
Lucas:  I have shown respect by always being polite to everybody. I enjoyed 
cookery. I love making cakes. 

Walnut 



Maple 

We had an exciting week this week. On Tuesday our egg hatched into 
a baby dragon! After much deliberation the class voted on the name 
Kevin (an interesting choice!). We are very excited to see what he gets 
up to in Maple class. In topic this week we have been thinking about 
different animals that hatch from eggs and classifying them as well as 
creating some amazing dragon eye art! 
 
Tyrese: We did dragon eyes hatching out of the egg. I used paint. I put 
sand in the paint  to make It have texture. I use pastel crayons for the 
eye. 
Skye: I like the dragon eye because it is so cool and it looks real. I did 
lots of blending to make an orange and red eye. 
Kieran: I like the name Kevin because he is from home alone. He is also 
a minion and a cube on Fortnite. 
Kajetan: Happy Kevin egg. Kevin is green. 
Ibrahim: We are reading the egg. We saw the eye peeking out of the 
egg. 

Jerome: We hear cracking sounds and when we came back from break the dragon (was here)! 
Riley: I like the dragon. He has a broken wing. 
Alex: Me and Ibrahim used K’nex to make a castle. We made a drawbridge. 
Alfie: The egg cracked and it then the dragon came out. I felt happy and surprised. 
Larissa: I liked my egg art. I drew the eye. I drew scales round the eye. 
Aishah: We had white and yellow (paint) and we put in sand to make it an egg. I use pastels to draw my eye. A 
dragon eye. Yes a dragon eye. If you ask an adult they have to cut to look like an egg. 

Palm 

Palm class have had a very busy week with a full 
timetable and plenty of learning in each lesson, 
whether it was considering the safety rules in 
lessons where they would be using specialist 
equipment or sharing their knowledge of Bedford 
for Topic. 
 
Tammi:  I like my new school the best. My 
favourite lesson is dance, I really, really like dance 
and learning new moves. In Topic I like learning 
new things and hearing about Bedford.  
Alexis:  I like the Horticulture lessons because we 
use tools, I listen to the teacher. At home I grow 
my own vegetables in my garden. 

Malachi:  In English I have been learning about alphabetical order and phonics. I do 
Lexia, I choose the correct answers. We talked about Bedford in Topic. I am looking 
forward to cooking in Food Tech 
Quintin:  It was fun doing safety rules in Food Tech, ICT, Horticulture and Science. It was 
fun using resources to help me in Maths.  
Bradley:  In Topic I’ve enjoyed finding facts about Bedford so much. I’ve found out 
there is a car called Bedford. There was also a castle in Bedford. 
Daniel:  I like learning about Bedford. In Bedford there is a market in town in St Paul’s Square. The Great River 
Ouse is there too, it looks deep and has lots of seagulls and swans. 
Tino:  In Life Skills Mrs Gallagher showed us how to cook the potatoes we had harvested, in the microwave and 
a steamer. I liked the mash potato best. Then I washed up my plate and cutlery. 
Maks:  I enjoyed Horticulture, we were weeding the allotment. 

Pine class have been working very hard on Place Value, working out the 
value of each digit in a number. 
 
Ashlee: This term we are learning about place value in maths and 
sometimes I find it difficult to remember the order of the digits, so I use 
base ten to help me. 
Ewan: I have been learning how to do place value and how to sort 
numbers into the correct place on a table. I find it hard putting digits in 
the correct order but I am using maths resources to help me. 
Daniela: I have been using Top 
Marks to help me solve maths 
problems. You can play games 
on Top Marks and learn new 

strategies to solve maths problems. 
Allen: I have been learning how to partition two-digit numbers in maths.  
Ben: I have been learning how to find the biggest number using cubes. 
Grigoriy: Numbers are called digits in maths and I have been problem 
solving place value. I can put numbers to the thousands. I like doing 
maths! 
Gabriel: I have been learning how to place value and I have learnt how 
to order numbers from units to tens and to hundreds. I find place value 
challenging. 
 

Pine 



Diary Dates 

Forest School 

Harvest Festival Week w/c 18th October 2021 

Parents’ Evening Tuesday 19th October 2021 

Half Term 25th—29th October 2021 

Pupils Return to School after Half Term 1st November 2021 

Quote of the Week 

We have had a lovely week at Forest school this week, 
the sun has been shining for every session! Because of 
the lovely weather each class had the chance to use 
all of the areas at Forest school these included; the 
mud kitchen, our new arts area, tree swing, digging 
and tree climbing. This week the focus for primary was 
making nature musical instruments and the focus for 
secondary was team building. 
 
Willow: Willow really enjoyed exploring the Forest 
school area to find different objects that they could 
put into their musical shakers, they learnt that sticks 
made a quiet shaking sound and stones were much 
louder! 
Oak: Oak class really enjoyed their free flow exploring 
times, especially the mud kitchen and the swing. They made stick guitars out of 
sticks and rubber bands and had fun plucking each string. 
Beech: Beech class worked on team building this week, they were given a task 
where they had top get one of their class mates from one side of the field to 
the goal post without then touching the ground, for this the technique they 
finally settled on was to build a pathway of apparatus for the person to walk 
across.  

Cedar have been completing Cooper Runs in PE.  The class were looking at 
their running skills and stamina.  Here is how they got on: 
 
Kirsty:   We did the Cooper Run in PE. The first time I completed 20 laps, the 
second time I completed 9 laps. 
Kieran:  I really enjoyed PE because we walked 3 times and ran 1 time, we had 
to do as much as we can. We had 12 minutes to get as much done as possible. 
Dawid:  In PE we were doing a Cooper Run to test our stamina. 

Logan:   We are doing a Cooper run in PE, we ran around in circles (and walked). 
Oumar:   In PE we were doing the Cooper Run, we had to run for 12 minutes, it was a test of our stamina 
Chloe:   In PE we completed the Cooper Run to test our running skills and stamina. 
Ethan:   In PE we walked 3 times then ran once, we had to run for 12 minutes, what we were doing is called a 
Cooper Run. 
Callum:  I did the Cooper Run, I had to run for 12 minutes, I achieved 21 runs, it was easy, and it was fun too. 
 

 

Cedar 

Sign of the Week 

Grange Academy learn a British Sign 
Language sign weekly  Please 
practice this with your children. 

You will find this information on our 
website. 

In the image you will see some handy 
BSL signs to assist your child on their 

return to school. 

Exciting News!!  Our new build of 10 new teaching rooms will commence on 
Monday 27th September 2021.  They will start digging the bore holes.  It may 
be a bit noisy and new but I’m sure we will get used to it soon.  Keep a 
lookout for updates and photos of the progress. 

New Build News 


